
Variation and usage preferences:
The case of first-person plural in Brazilian Portuguese

Standard Brazilian Portuguese (BP) makes use of two forms to express the semantics of first-person

plural (1.pl): the personal pronoun nós, with its clitic counterpart nos, and the newer form a gente,
which is diachronically derived from the combination of the feminine definite determiner a (‘the’)

with the collective singular noun gente (‘people’) (cf. Menuzzi 2000; Taylor 2009; Costa & Pereira

2013; Marcotulio et al. 2013). The two forms can be used interchangeably; the major difference

between them is that a gente typically triggers 3.sg agreement, while nós is predominantly associated

with 1.pl exponents (Lopes 2004). This can be seen in instances of subject-verb agreement (SVA):

(1) A
a

gente
gente

{toca
play.3.sg

/ ? tocamos}

play.1.pl

jazz.

jazz

‘We play jazz.’

(2) Nós
we

{? toca

play.3.sg

/ tocamos}
play.1.pl

jazz.

jazz

‘We play jazz.’

With respect to local anaphoric agreement (LAA), a gente is typically used with the proclitic se as
a target, as opposed to the dedicated 1.pl clitic nos. In this case, agreement between a gente and the
overtly 1.pl form is sometimes even claimed to be ungrammatical (Menuzzi 2000; Reuland 2011).

(3) A
a

gentei
gente

{sei
refl

/ ??nosi}

refl.1.pl

viu

saw.3.sg

na

on-the

TV.

TV

‘Wei saw ourselvesi on TV.’

Though occurrences of a gente with 1.pl exponents are rare, examples are found in corpora and

reported in sociolinguistic studies. In the case of SVA, 1.pl exponents can correspond to up to 18%

of the attested variants, depending on the survey (Rubio & Gonçalves 2012; Marcotulio et al. 2013).

For LAA, 1.pl variants are less frequent – also because the overall frequency of clitics other than se
is generally quite low in BP (Cyrino 2003; Carvalho & Calindro 2018), but examples are nonetheless

consistently attested in corpora and judged as acceptable by speakers (Taylor 2009; Brito & Sedrins

2017; Varaschin 2021b). The following example from Corpus do Português (Davies 2016) illustrates:

(4) O

the

amigo

friend

é

is

um

a

presente

present

que

that

a
a

gentei
gente

nosi
refl.1.pl

dá.

give.3.sg

‘Friends are a gift that wei give to ourselvesi.’

The upshot is that a gente seems to be capable of triggering two distinct forms of agreement –

1.pl or 3.sg – with one of them being dispreferred to varying degrees. All of these patterns co-exist

within individual dialects, rendering an account in terms of grammar competition implausible. The

purpose of our paper is to account for this hybrid behavior of a gente (i.e. its agreement variation),

as well as for its usage preferences reflected in gradient acceptability judgments (Miller 2013).

We frame our account in terms of HPSG (Pollard & Sag 1994). One of the advantages of HPSG

is that it incorporates an architecture of features which is richer and more formally grounded than



the ones assumed in previous proposals regarding a gente (Taylor 2009, i.a.). The hybrid behavior

of a gente with respect to agreement is explained by invoking two distinct (but often overlapping)

sets of ϕ-features: one responsible for encoding the mode of individuation of discourse referents

(roughly, semantic agreement features) and anothermore directly related to the expression ofmor-

phophonological exponents (roughly, syntactic agremeent features). This is the index/concord
distinction introduced by Kathol (1999) and Wechsler & Zlatić (2003), variants of which are also as-

sumed in derivational approaches (Sauerland & Elbourne 2002; Smith 2017; Wurmbrand 2017, i.a.).

We argue that a gente is a pronoun which is specified as [index 1pl, concord 3sg].
There is independent evidence showing that both index and concord values function as possible

triggers for SVA agreement in BP, thus explaining the variation in (1) (de Alencar 2013). With respect

to LAA, however, the HPSG Binding Theory predicts that only index ϕ-features should be relevant,

given that index ϕ-features play a role analogous to that of individual variables (Varaschin 2021a).

That this is in fact true can be seen in the case of complex reflexives, where LAA between a gente
and dedicated 3.sg forms are categorically rejected and only 1.pl anaphors are acceptable:

(5) A
a

gentei
gente

viu

saw

{*ela

her

mesmai

same.fem

/ *ele

he

mesmoi

same.masc

/ nós
we

mesmasi}
same.fem

na

on-the

TV.

TV.

‘Wei saw ourselvesi on TV.’

The fact that both nos and se are possible in (3) follows from the fact that se is not 3.sg, but actually
underspecified with respect to its index value (Pereira 2007; Brito 2008). So the variation in (3) is an

instance of allomorphy, and not a threat to the view that local binding requires index identity.

The usage preferences signaled in (1) and (4) are explained in terms external to the core gram-

matical mechanisms sketched above. We argue that lower frequency and reduced acceptability of

a gente+V[1.pl] and a gente+nos follows from a theory of social meanings and register coherence

(Wilcock 1999; Paolillo 2000; McCready 2019; Beltrama 2020; Asadpour et al. 2022). Sociolinguis-

tic work indicates that a gente (as opposed to nós) is mostly prevalent among less educated and

younger speakers and in colloquial situations (Seara 2000; Zilles 2005; Rubio & Gonçalves 2012). At-

titude studies also indicate that speakers perceive a gente as an index of informal contexts and less

educated speakers (Brustolin 2009; Aguiar 2015). This contrasts with the social embedding of 1.pl

inflection and 1.pl clitics like nos, which are associated with older speakers (Naro et al. 1999; Mattos

2013) and formal situations (Brustolin 2009; Aguiar 2015; Freitag 2016; Schwenter et al. 2022).

The basic idea we propose to account for the usage preferences in (1) and (4) is that structures

where a gente is associated with overt 1.pl exponents (be they verbal or anaphoric) convey conflict-

ing social meanings, making it difficult for speakers to infer what register they belong to. Following

Bender (2007) and Asadpour et al. (2022), we model social meanings as mutually shared beliefs about

the context expressions can be used in. On this view, besides regular licensing statements, gram-

mars should contain: (i) a set of implicational statements associating (the description of) a licensed

form F (which can be a phonological string, a word, or a phrase) with a requirement that the context

for F must include a particular shared belief – typically one that attributes an evaluative property

(e.g. educated, formal) to the speaker, the addressee or the context itself – and (ii) a principle for

projecting these shared assumptions from lexical items to phrases (Pollard & Sag 1994: 334–337).
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